Postdoctoral research fellowship open position

Description of the position
A postdoc position is available in the area of molecular imaging and diagnostics of cancer. The position is in the laboratories of the Centre of Molecular Imaging (Prof. Silvio Aime), hyperpolarization group (Dr. Francesca Reineri).

Requirements
The postdoc should be well trained with in-vitro cell cultures and in-vivo models of cancer (mice models). Background in cancer metabolism is a plus. A MSc in Chemistry/Pharmaceutical Chemistry or Biology/Biotechnology and a PhD in a related field are required. Applicants must be strongly motivated and with a good level of independence.
The position can start immediately.
Further requests of information or applications (including CV and presentation letter from the previous tutor) should be sent to francesca.reineri@unito.it silvio.aime@unito.it